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Corporate Messenger

Corporate compliance 1 Manage ASIC affairs with our leading Corporate Compliance solution.

ASIC forms 2 All relevant forms at your fingertips and available in a simple template. NowInfinity's 
Corporate Messenger will also prefill your ASIC forms with available information to 
simplify and speed up admin tasks.

Annual statement 
automation

3 Our daily sync with ASIC puts annual statements at your finger tips. Stay one step 
ahead with annual company reviews in Corporate Messenger, ensuring you never 
miss a deadline.

Debt reporting 4 Using Corporate Messenger, proactively manage your client’s company debt and 
always have a clear picture of who owes what and when.

Bulk company changes 5 Leverage NowInfinity's Corporate Messenger to make company changes in bulk 
(such as address changes), saving you time and money.

Automated client 
follow up

6 Utilise email and text messaging channels within Corporate Messenger to 
communicate to your clients for important activities as e-signing reminders, 
payment reminders and document updates.

Historical timeline 
views

7 With a personalised timeline view automatically created for each company via 
Corporate Messenger, you will always have a clear view of what has happened with 
your clients over time. 

Documentation Suite

Access legal 
documents

8 Use legally backed, instantly available documents for entity creation to easily set up 
companies, trusts, SMSF, loan agreements and more. 

Streamline 
registrations 

9 Set up bank accounts, ABN and TFNs in seconds in Documentation Suite.

Legal document 
templates 

10 Access 70+ legal document templates that evolve in response to client feedback.

Optimised workflows 11 Use Documenation Suite tools like electronic signing to finalise documents and 
communicate with your clients in real time.
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Entity administration 12 Efficiently manage the creation and execution of documentation to support the 
advice that you’ve given to your clients on the Documentation Suite. 

13 Our Documentation Suite helps to manage the complete work flow process from 
creation, management and completion.

Business branding 14 All the documents can be branded to suit your firm, or use our branding if you prefer 
with the Documentation Suite. 

Integration with 
Class and Xero

15 The Documentation Suite is seamlessly integrated with other platforms like Xero 
Practice Manager and Class Super.

Automated data 
processes

16 Avoid data duplication by simply pulling your existing data into NowInfinity with 
the click of a button. In one keystroke, reduce endless data duplication and time-
wasting.

Super Comply

17 Experience the ease of managing SMSF entities when the power of technology 
makes the whole process efficient and compliant in NowInfinity.

Safe online storage 18 Maintain all of your SMSFs in one safe cloud-based register via the Super Comply 
feature.

Simple fund updates 19 Keep the profiles of each fund easily up to date when you change trustee, members, 
or fund name. The trust profile of the fund will be automatically updated on the 
Super Comply feature. 

Document timeline 20 Utilise our Super Comply feature to visually store and see all documents created on 
the register on the document timeline.

Single SMSF 
repository

21 Since any changes to the documents or new governing rules are centralised, this 
document repository quickly becomes the single ‘source of truth’ on all the SMSFs 
that you manage via our Super Comply.

Trust Register

22 Trust Register allows the creation of trust related documents, including 
appointment and removal of trustees, vesting, issue/cancel/transfer of units in a 
Unit Trust and other trust administration processes in an efficient and streamlined 
way.

Trust document 
templates 

23 Save time wasted sorting through files or spreadsheets using our Trust Register. 
Let NowInfinity do the tedious tasks, like adding available trust information into 
document templates for you.

Tracked compliance 
activity 

24 Reduce your liability risk when it comes to changes made to your trusts which may 
affect stamp duty or CGT by tracking all your changes in one central location and 
being one step ahead of compliance using the Trust Register features.

Personalised trust 
timelines 

25 Trust Register will create a personalised timeline for every trust where you can 
easily see a snapshot of all historical changes made. You also have the ability to 
upload and store any other documents to this timeline, creating a true repository.

Trust document 
repository

26 Standardise the documents you use to maintain your client’s trust structures. Our 
Trust Register gets you easy access to maintenance documents for each trust, 
which are all included in the per trust fee.
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Yearly tracking 27 Trust Registers helps you keep on top of your overheads and maintenance 
documents such as trust distribution resolutions.

Automatic trust 
updates

28 All future changes made to a trust will automatically be added to your trusts profile 
and register.

Seamless integration 
with Class

29 Documentation Suite seamlessly integrates with Class Super, simplifying and 
automating SMSF administrative processes to establish and management.

Hard copy printing 30 NowInfinity provides hard copy printing and a new presentation page in the 
Interview form which allows you to order hard copies of all documents. 

Trust Deed Stamping 31 When you order a new trust online with NowInfinity, you are now provided with the 
option to have us stamp and lodge your trust deed (for NSW and VIC deeds) for you 
with the Office of State Revenue.

Class Mobile App 32 The Class mobile app gives your clients convenient, on the go access to a detailed, 
up to date overview of their investment data on their smartphone.

About Class 33 Class is Australia’s first SMSF and trust accounting cloud-based solution provider.

34 In 2020, more than 185,000 entities were administered on Class.

35 More than 500,000 entities were administered on NowInfinity in 2020.

ISO 36 Class is ISO27001 certified, this recognition exhibits that Class has implemented 
strong and practical systems to assist with the management of information 
security and focuses on preserving the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of 
information.  

Awards 37 Class has been consistently recognised for technology leadership and innovation 
in industry awards by Investment Trends, CoreData, SMSF Adviser and Fintech 
Business Awards.

ASX-listed 38 Class started out by pioneering Australia’s first cloud-based SMSF administration 
solution, Class Super, and now offers solutions in SMSF, trusts, corporate 
compliance, individual and company portfolios. 

39 Class acquired NowInfinity, ReckonDocs and Smartcorp, leaders in corporate 
compliance software in 2020.

40 Class provides access to technical and thought leadership resources, such as 
benchmark reports and industry insights.

41 70% of Top 100 accounting firms in Australia use Class (Source: Class customer analysis of  

2020 AFR Top 100 Accounting Firms )

42 2,000+ accounting firms trust in NowInfinity as their preferred corporate 
compliance technology provider (NowInfinity analysis, 2020)

43 1,600+ accounting firms trust in Class as their preferred SMSF administration and 
trust accounting provider (Class analysis, 2020)
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Partners 44 Over 40 best-in-class companies from across the accounting and financial 
ecosystem, from actuarial certificates providers and audit software providers, to 
banking institutions, document providers, practice management and so much more.

Corporate Social 
Responsibility

45 Class launched our corporate charity partnership with SolarBuddy, in providing light 
energy to disadvantaged children.  

Onboarding 46 With a 98% satisfaction score, our Class consultant will provide a personalised 
onboarding service to help you quickly migrate large volumes of entities, and stay 
with you through to implementation. 

Education 47 NowInfinity's Help Centre provides ongoing education backed by our dedicated 
support team.

48 NowInfinity ’s Education provides online on-demand training courses which cover a 
wide range of topics related to NowInfinity.

Pricing 49 Our competitive pricing packages are designed to work for your business and to 
suit your needs. Our pricing packages fee includes full access to all the advanced 
features, functionality and processing automation of the market.

 50 Pricing packages are also available for on-demand document options and Corporate 
Messenger only. 

How does your firm measure up? Get a personalised demo 
of the NowInfinity platform and find out what  
you’re missing.
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